Digital revolution: A new era in dentistry
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Abstract---The Covid 19 pandemic has had a huge impact on human society as a whole. The field of dentistry is not an exception to this. Adaptation to the new situations in the pandemic, due to the vulnerability of dental staff and students, is highly necessary. To do this newer protocols have been generated that are to be used along with the strict adherence of older safety methods. With the advancements of technology, Teledentistry, online learning and other digital alternatives are being introduced to enhance, preserve and continue the various fields of dental practice and education. With the onset of the pandemic, the amount of research being done in various fields of digital dentistry has increased from 2019 to 2020 compared to that of previous years. This review provides an insight about the digitalization of dentistry, the most common technologies in use, a few technologies that have a promising future and the tremendous rise in the research of digital dentistry.
Introduction

In December 2019, COVID 19 was first identified in Wuhan province china, and spread causing the world-wide. The word pandemic is Greek in origin (pan meaning all and demos meaning people). According to WHO, a pandemic is defined as an epidemic that occurs world-wide, or over a wide area, crossing international borders, usually affecting a large number of people. SARS-CoV-2 was confirmed as a ‘Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC)’, warranting a co-ordinated international response to fight this unprecedented public health crisis in January 2020. The WHO declared COVID 19 a pandemic on 11th March 2020. The Pandemics that occurred in the past include the White Plague of London, Black death of the 15th century, 1918 Spanish flu, 1957-1958, 1968, 2009 swine flu.

Computing Technology is ever growing and almost omnipresent in today's world. It creeps into almost any field due to its versatility and enhances both efficiency and comfort due to its ease of use. Dentistry is by no means an exception to this trend. Over the past 6 decades, technology has given dentistry many tools that not only allow for better treatment procedures but also allow for more comfortable treatment modalities for both the dentist and the patient. Other than clinical practice, dental technology has allowed for more accurate and efficient research to be conducted which has helped the field immensely. Digitalisation of dental data and both clinical and research techniques have paved the way for smarter stronger and more accurate methods of treating dental disease. The onset of COVID 19 and its subsequent effects have led to a boom in the use of digital technologies for various reasons ranging from consultations to dental education. The trend of digitalisation in dentistry has hastened to adapt to the new Pandemic situation and many of these changes may influence dentistry as a whole in the future.

Clinical Manifestations

COVID 19 is a Predominantly respiratory disease. Patients have general complaints of fever, myalgia, sore throat, runny nose, cough, headache, loss of smell and taste, etc. In patients without previous recent ENT history, loss of smell and taste is suggestive of COVID 19. Other signs and symptoms can include cutaneous manifestations such as; maculopapular rashes, urticaria, vesicular and chilbain like lesions, petechial and purpuric lesions. Lesions include: anorexia, dysgeusia, nausea, diarrhoea, hematemesis, dysphagia, melena abdominal pain, faecal occult blood, reflux disease etc. In more severe cases patients have also been reported to show Pneumonia, ARDS, Acute Liver Injury, Acute cardiac injury, etc.
COVID and Dentistry

The SARS-CoV-2 Virus has been causing havoc in the entire world especially Health Care Workers (HCW’s). The receptors to which the virus binds i.e., the Angiotensin Converting Enzyme (ACE)-II receptors are expressed in large numbers in the mucosa of the oral cavity and these receptors are especially increased during Pregnancy. This puts dentists in a dangerous spot as they become more prone to catching the disease through droplet and aerosols. Major routes of transmission in the dental is via Droplets (Airborne particles > 5 microns) and aerosols (Airborne particles < 5 microns). The spread via droplets occurs in close proximities like on the dental chair or while close interactions. The spread via aerosol is possible at a larger distance. The transmission can also be via fomites i.e. via particles from inanimate objects.

Patient screening is done by temperature and blood oxygen monitoring. Proper coverage of nose and mouth of patients in the waiting room. Pre-procedural mouthwash with 0.12% Chlorhexidine solution to reduce viral load and reduce transmission. 0.5% Povidone Iodine has also been proven to reduce viral load. Use of ppe kits, face shields, eyewear and masks that have N-95 certification and FFP-3 respirators should be used. Use of Rubber dam wherever possible to provide better isolation and reduce mucosal contact.

Environmental sterilisation between appointments to ensure proper aseptic and sterile conditions to prevent transmission. The nature of disease in many cases can be subjective and hence a proper protocol is necessary to properly classify various treatments and to properly manage said treatments in a systematic manner. Treatment procedures can be broadly classified as non-urgent, urgent and emergency.

Non-urgent: general check-ups
Urgent: Pain due to pulpal inflammation, 3rd molar pain, pericoronitis, gingival bleeding, abscess, tooth trauma, etc.
Emergency: Uncontrolled bleeding, Cellulitis and other spreading face infections, Trauma involving facial bones/ teeth that can potentially block the airway.

A protocol was devised by the joint work of the Indian Endodontic Society (IES), International Federation of Endodontic Society (IFES) and Indian Dental Association (IDA). In this they gave a 3 step protocol to assess patients’ condition and health status in the pandemic. These steps:

- Step 1: Dental Emergency assessment: The patient is subject to an emergency severity assessment and put into one of 3 categories, which include, Emergency, Urgent and Scheduled care.
- Step 2: COVID 19 Screening: The patient is asked to fill out a questionnaire and vitals maybe taken to categorise people into High risk or Low risk groups.
- Step 3: Emergency Dental Management: It involves giving utmost importance to non-aerosol generating procedures like extractions. Aerosol production must be completely avoided or limited to as little as possible to reduce transmission in the dental office.
What is the second wave and why it matters?

The second wave of COVID 19 refers to the increased number of cases mainly due to the double mutant strain in India along with the mutant strains that were discovered in UK, Brazil, SA and Japan. (According to the CDC website)
These (Variant of Concern) strains:

- B.1.1.7: United Kingdom
- P.1: Japan and Brazil
- B.1.351: South Africa

On February 10th 2021, the second wave of the pandemic started with a report of 11,000 cases and increased to a total of 22,000 cases nation-wide in a single day within just 50 days of its initiation. The second wave is proving to be worse than the first wave due to its increasing spread especially in the younger population, its ability to avoid detection (20% false negative cases of RT-PCR have been reported) and its ability to produce symptoms other than the classical ones which include Only headache, only loose motions, only body ache, only weakness, Uneasy feeling, Vomiting, Hearing problems, Conjunctivitis or in combinations. These symptoms are not only quite vague but also quite confusing which can increase the risk dentists possess especially while treating high risk patients.

Technologies to help dentistry to adapt the pandemic

Dentistry as a field has developed quite dependant on a wide variety of technological advancements over the years with the developments of dental chairs, better restorative materials, better intervention protocols, CAD/CAM, CBCT scans etc. Life as a dentist is much simpler now as compared to that even just 5 decades ago. New and improved technological advancements, show a good promise in improving many aspects of existing dentistry and opening new paths to improve and develop the field as a whole. During the time of the pandemic, these technological breakthroughs both small and big can allow for safer, less strenuous, and healthier dental practice. The major focus of dental technology especially targeting to the COVID pandemic aims to have as little patient visits as possible, shorter appointments, efficient treatments and protocols by avoiding unnecessary exposure to the patient and the dentist.

The scope of dentistry that must be looked at spreads farther than only clinical practice and can include:

- Dental Education
- Public Awareness
- Dental product manufacture and distribution
- Dental Research

These aspects can be improved using various technologies, for example Online learning and Virtual reality can be used to improve Dental education, Online marketplaces can allow for easier purchase and sale of dental goods thus improving the material industry.
Electronic Dental Records

Dental Records (EDR's) are records of patient data that has been collected in a systematic way based usually on a pre-set query system to collect important meaningful details of the patient. This allows for clinicians to get the chore of data collection done quickly and allows for building better rapport and detailed discussions with the patients about their care. 38 Done with a good understanding of the process, it can be helpful to a dentist and allow for better judgements without other distracting information that may hamper decision making. 39, 40

Other than serving as legal evidence in case of dispute this data is very useful for research. EDR's make collecting epidemiologically significant data much easier and helps in improving accuracy of results as shown in a study conducted by Kristina et al, 2019. 41

Y. Hamrang-Yousefi et al Suggested the use of dental radiographs as a part of electronic medical records to improve accuracy especially in trauma cases and prevent unnecessary re exposure of the patient. 42

Shortcomings: 43

- Many dentists prefer paper records over electronic ones. 44
- It is a common feeling of dental and medical professionals that electronic records bring a robotic and monotonous feel to the practice and reduce the joy of providing patient care. 45
- The learning curve for the use of technology is not welcome by many.

Teledentistry

Tele dentistry is a field in which the patient and the dentist interact via a telecommunication device instead of a direct in person meeting. Teledentistry is used in various dental fields involving preventive dental care, orthodontics, endodontics, oral surgery, and periodontal diseases. It helps in the early detection of dental caries, patient education, oral medicine, and diagnosis. 46 This field has been slowly gaining popularity as a means of dental visits due to:

- Lowered costs
- Comfort of both the patients and dentist
- Reduced clinic visits for insignificant problems. 47

Teledentistry is advantageous in settings where patients are infected with COVID-19 or suspected to be infected. 48 For those not infected with COVID-19, but at higher risk of being affected, it provides a safe alternative by avoiding congested hospitals or dental office waiting rooms. 49 According to Mane et al 2020, Dentists with knowledge in teledentistry can be appointed at the primary health centres and community health centres to discuss about the diagnosis and treatment plan of the difficult cases with the specialists. 50 Dental colleges in underserved areas could be main places to serve the population through teledentistry consultation as they include all the specialists under the same roof. 51 A team of specialists could communicate with the dentists/hygienists/patients at the remote clinics. 52
OP Kharbanda et al 2019, suggested that Teledentistry as a means to improve availability of oral health services in areas with inadequate accessibility of general and specialised dental care is emerging as a practical solution in emergency aid, initial consultations and expert opinion.\(^{53}\)

**Shortcomings of teledentistry:**

- Requires a telecommunication device or a connection to the internet and is affected by the lack of these factors.
- There is a lack of awareness on the topic which is one of the reasons for its limited usage especially in a country like India where telehealth is a relatively new field. \(^{42}\)
- There may be a lack of cooperation from the patient which may hinder the dentist from making accurate diagnoses.

**Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR)**

Virtual Reality is a computer generated simulation where the user can experience a 3 dimensional experience in a simulated world that is separate from the real world. Augmented Reality is a computer generated shape or form that can be viewed in an electronic device with the real world as the background. \(^{54}\) VR and AR have been shown to be useful in many fields of dentistry however their use in teaching and oral and maxillofacial surgery is of high interest. Some studies in the field include Huang et al 2018, concluded that VR and AR can be used by all fields of dentistry and can be used by the students and Post graduates to train their skills themselves and not depend on schools and administration especially in a preclinical setting. \(^{55}\)

Dixon et al 2021, observed that when students were placed within a VR setting and performed cavity preparations a 78% agreement rate was observed between the judgement of the VR and clinical staff. They concluded that VR was both a reliable and convenient tool for dentistry. \(^{56}\) Morales-Vadillo et al 2019, used Second Life platform to provide semi adjustable articulators to students and understand the anatomical landmarks and movements of the temporomandibular joint. They observed that the SL environment helps students to understand anatomical interactions that are difficult to observe in real life, is attractive to students, and contains tools with high didactic potential. \(^{57}\) Ayoub et al 2019, observed that virtual planning improved the accuracy of inserting dental implants using either a statistic guidance or dynamic navigation. Prediction planning and intraoperative navigation was observed to be the major use of VR in orthognathic surgeries. \(^{58}\)

Kwon et al 2018, suggested that although the use of AR in dentistry has mainly been focused on the applications of AR in cranio-maxillofacial surgery, such as surgical preplanning and navigation systems, AR technology can also be expanded to other areas of dentistry, such as restorative dentistry, orthodontics and endodontics; this expansion has been expedited by technological advances. \(^{59}\)

**Disadvantages of AR and VR:**

- There can be a huge learning curve that may be tedious.
- It can have side effects like anxiety and may also precipitate seizures.
- It is still an expensive technology to make use of in all fields.

**Online Learning**

Online learning is a form of education where lessons and discussions are held over the internet using various platforms such as, zoom, skype, google meet etc. This form of education has been adopted in the pandemic as it allows for classes to be conducted without the requirement of physical presence of the students. 60-62 All the content is put out virtually and classes conducted in a virtual space. Although this has allowed for theoretical teaching to be largely unaltered, practical subjects are quite difficult to be taught in this setting. 63

In a study conducted in Germany, by Schlenz MA et al, it was observed that the overall attitude of students towards online learning was positive but the optimum amount of suggested online classes varied (students suggesting 53.2% with a standard deviation of 24.9 and lecturers suggesting 38.6% 21.5). Overall, 36.8% of students preferred “Face to face” learning over pure online learning. 64, 65 Abbasi MS et al 2020, found in their study that, satisfaction levels of E- learning were better among developed countries compared to developing countries. The majority of students agreed that E-learning was satisfactory for gaining knowledge, however it was not as effective in acquiring clinical and technical skills. 66, 67

Disadvantages of online learning:

- Inability to acquire technical and clinical skills
- Prone to disturbances due to network issues
- The technological aspects tend to deter certain people due to the requirement of learning to use new technologies. 68

**Other Technologies**

**Online marketplaces and Digital Marketing**

Online marketplaces are websites or apps that allow selling of various goods and services across the internet. This allows for sales to happen without the need of a physical shop. For the buyers, it provides a safer alternative in the pandemic as compared to traditional marketing. 69 Digital marketing is act of creating a presence on the world wide web. It can include making websites, social media accounts, mobile apps and using other platforms to further one’s business and profits. Dental practitioners make web profiles to increase their reach and dental laboratories and suppliers can sell via online markets digitally. 70 In the pandemic, Digital marketing has also been seen as a method to promote teledentistry and online learning to reduce human to human contact as much as possible. 71

**Artificial Neural Networks**

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are artificial neural mechanisms that are connected to each other via mathematical concepts which allow them to make logical decisions based on an existing database of sample materials. This concept is mainly useful in dentistry as it forms the basis of image recognition software.
Imaging studies form a core part of dental practice and the use of a logical device can aid in making clinical decisions and store data more accurately and robustly as compared to traditional storage methods. 72

Thanathornwong B et al 2020 concluded that the faster Regional Convolutional Neural Network trained on a limited amount of labelled imaging data performed satisfactorily well in detecting periodontally compromised teeth. The application of a faster and smarter version of R-CNN to assist in the detection of periodontally compromised teeth can reduce diagnostic effort by reducing or even completely negating assessment time and allowing automated screening documentation. 73

**Block Chain Technology**

Block Chain Technology (BCT) is an open-source code that allows for construction of large, decentralised databases with orderly arrangement of data in the form of blocks. It is best envisioned as a set of “blocks” or “Lego bricks” that form a tower over a period of time. 74 This allows for a set of interactions between users (transactions) all of which are parts of the tower. Information about each transaction is stored in a block and the whole set is part of a public ledger. Each block is identified by its own hash and the hash before it. It uses a 2-key system which includes a public key and a private key. Private keys are the properties of users and can be used to view and verify transactions; however, public keys cannot provide the data alone. Every time a transaction is made a new block is added to the chain and is connected to the previous chain. 75 Wutthikarn et al, 2018 made a prototype block chain for a dental service application that aimed at setting participant authoritarian system that could eliminate additional operative costs for all the participants involved by creating a trust among the participants. 76

Kho et al, 2018, Mentioned the empowering characteristics of BCT to prevent the counterfeited medicine, clinical trials to guarantee transparency, healthcare information exchanges or personal health record systems to ensure data integrity and interoperability, etc. 77

**Discussion**

The pandemic has left us in a sudden and extreme situation that is not the easiest to recover from. In this period of difficulty mankind tends to turn to technology to facilitate both work and recreation. Many fields have started to “go digital” and the field of dentistry is no exception.78,79 With the advancements in communication technologies allowing for real time wireless long distance reach, the practice of dentistry has started to move towards a screen to screen patient-dentist interaction.80

The research in digitalisation has also increased substantially in the time period from 2019-2020 (Table 1 and Figure 1). The number of published articles related to digitalisation of dentistry have doubled in the previous 2 years as compared to the standard increase. This suggests that the shift to a more digital future has been hastened due to the COVID 19 Pandemic.81 This is also seen by the fact that many businesses are now dependant on online media for their survival. With the
increase in online learning and teledentistry the requirement for in person education and consultations have decreased drastically. This has allowed for more systemic appointment schedules and a decreased workload for dental faculty. With the use of online marketplaces and digital marketing, trade of dental products has become less risky and comfortable especially for practitioners and clinicians. With the advent of supplementary like ANN's, VR, AR, BCT, etc. the field of Dental Practice, Research and Education have seen a massive boost in ease of diagnosis, better understanding of concepts, and easy access to previously poorly accessible data.

With the increasing number of cases in the so called ‘second wave’, the requirement of research has increased exponentially and the likelihood of exposure in the dental practice has also increased. As previously described the symptoms of the second wave are more obscure and can easily be overlooked that can lead to deadly consequences.

**Conclusion**

The COVID 19 pandemic has left a huge impact on the society as a whole and an even bigger impact in the healthcare industry. Dentistry as a whole suffered many losses ranging from monetary loses due to lesser profits, educational due to closure of schools and colleges to loss of one’s general wellbeing due to being in constant threat of exposure to the SARS-CoV2 Virus. This has led to alternative solutions being proposed to battle the pandemic while continuing to provide dental care and services. These can range from newer protocols to implementation of new technologies into the system. With the use of various technologies such as teledentistry, Electronic dental records, digital marketing etc. dental practice has been slowly gaining track and recovering from its losses.

The use of Online learning platforms has helped continue dental education without the need of being physically present. Although these solutions are not perfect and cannot replace traditional practices anytime soon, they play an important role in filling the gap that has been produced by the pandemic. With an increase in the research in digital dentistry (over twice as much as previous years), the technology of the future is now at grasp more than it ever has been. With these advancements dental practice and education is sure to improve in both quality and reach and ultimately provide dental care to as many people as possible.
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Figure legends

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the values of Table 1. The points at 2019 and 2020 denote (X) and (Y) respectively. The line joining these 2 points denotes the increase in the number of publications from 2019-2020. The entire line graph gives an idea of the general trend of the research on the particular fields. Graph (A) describes the trend in the number of articles published about Artificial intelligence in dentistry. Graph (B) describes the trend in the number of articles published about Teledentistry. Graph (C) describes the trend in the number of articles published about. Graph (D) describes the trend in the number of articles published about Technology in Dentistry. Graph (E) describes the trend in the number of articles published about Digital Dentistry.

Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Keywords searched in PubMed database</th>
<th>No. of articles in the year 2019(X)</th>
<th>No. of articles in the year 2020(Y)</th>
<th>% increase from 2019 to 2020</th>
<th>Average % increase of Previous years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Artificial intelligence in dentistry</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Teledentistry</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1: The number of articles associated with various keywords searched in the PubMed database. (X) Denotes the number of articles published about a given keyword in 2019. (Y) denotes the number of articles published in the year 2020. The percent increase is the % of articles increased from 2019 to 2020 calculated as (X-Y) x100/(X+Y). This value is compared with the average increase depicted in column 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>% Increase</th>
<th>Avg Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Virtual reality in dentistry</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Technology in dentistry</td>
<td>3424</td>
<td>4040</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>4.425%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Digital dentistry</td>
<td>1682</td>
<td>1374</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 1: